Chapter 9. BASMATI RICE TRADE AND WTO

Development of agriculture depends upon the prevalent physical and socio-economic conditions of a region. But in today’s world, it is the economic factors that have started to assume a lot of importance. In the 1990s, market forces in all sectors including agriculture have emerged as an important factor in determining economic prospects. Today the World Trade Organisation (WTO) has an influence on most economic policies. India’s economy over the years is under pressure from the WTO to open up to international markets and has thus taken major steps towards liberalization. However, this is a controversial process and many are still sceptical about the impact of globalization on India’s economy especially for the agricultural sector. Since the aim of this study is to analyse the trends and features of the Indian Basmati rice trade in the context of globalization, therefore this chapter tries to assess the impact of the WTO on Basmati. Basmati rice trade statistics has been analysed using two main time periods wherein the establishment of the WTO in 1995 has been taken to be the benchmark. Thereby the two time periods have been named as Pre-WTO (1980 - 1994) and Post-WTO (1995 - 2005).

This chapter has been organised into three sections. The first section discusses the subject matter of the WTO wherein the issues under WTO have been studied with special reference to the agriculture and intellectual property rights. This is because they have a bearing on the impact of WTO on Basmati. The second section discusses the proceedings of all WTO Ministerial Conferences. The last section tries to assess whether the provisions of the WTO, namely the Agreement on Agriculture (AoA) and the Trade Related intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) have had any impact on Basmati rice trade.

9.1. WTO – An Overview

For free and fair multilateral trading, countries are required to adhere by a set of international rules. The basic aim of these rules is to encourage countries to pursue open and liberal trade policies. This led to the setting up of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) in 1948. Its rules applied to international trade in goods. Since its inception in 1948, and prior to 1986, member countries met no less than eight times, but agriculture was never under their purview. It was the group of
developed countries, primarily the US, who did not favour the inclusion of agriculture under the purview of the GATT in the 1950s. However, by the close of the 1980s when their agriculture had made considerable progress, developed countries like the US and the EU felt the need for markets for the export of their agricultural surplus. The rules of GATT and its associate agreements were further revised in the Uruguay Round of trade negotiations held from 1986 to 1994 to meet changing conditions of world trade. Accordingly, agriculture was introduced as a new agenda in the Uruguay Round of GATT in 1986. Further, this round had the central mission of eliminating non-tariff barriers to trade, or in other words, the riddance of protective trade legislation in its member countries. The success achieved in this area is widely seen to have held more benefit for developed countries than for less developed countries. A major achievement of the Uruguay Round was the establishment of the World Trade Organisation (WTO) in 1995 as its successor. The WTO system consists of the three main agreements viz., Multilateral Agreements on Trade in Goods including the GATT 1947, General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) and the Agreement on Trade Related Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS). The Multilateral Agreements on Trade in Goods included the ‘Agreement of Agriculture’ (AoA) which establishes a programme for the gradual reform of trade in agriculture.

9.2. Clauses of the Agreement on Agriculture

The obligations and disciplines incorporated in the Agreement on Agriculture in the WTO related to three broad areas of agriculture and trade policy namely, Market Access, Domestic Support and Export Subsidies. Apart from these three clauses in the AoA, there is also an agreement on Trade Related Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS). Several rounds of WTO trade negotiations have taken place so far.

9.2.1. Market Access

On this issue, it was decided in the AoA that member countries have to withdraw all quantitative restrictions (QRs) on their imports on a time bound basis. QRs can be in the form of a quota, a monopoly or any other quantitative means. In other words QRs refer to non-tariff measures, which are taken to regulate or prohibit international trade. In this all Non Trade Barriers (NTBs) were to be converted into an equivalent tariff barrier during the implementation period, i.e., from Jan 1, 1995 to 31st Dec, 2004. However a tariff-reduction programme was also taken up side by side. It was decided
that the developing countries would have to reduce the base tariff by 24 per cent over 10 years, whereas the developed countries would reduce it by 36 per cent over 6 years. Exemption was provided to least developed countries. Countries facing Balance of Payment (BOP) crises could retain QRs on some or more items, but this could not be endless. The minimum market access quota was to be expanded to 3 per cent of total domestic consumption by 31st Dec 2004. But then there are certain protection provisions in the form of ‘safety trigger’ such as custom duties, anti-dumping clauses and countervailing duties (CVDs)\(^40\) etc, available to India, as to other members in the WTO family (Ghuman, 1999).

The implication of the Market Access clause was that India announced a time schedule of 9 years for reduction in QRs. But there was opposition from the developed countries led by the US. The US disapproved India’s demand on the ground of an IMF report, which stated that India’s BOP situation was satisfactory. Finally a bilateral agreement was reached between the US and India, where the USA forced India to accept her demand regarding removal of QRs for 1429 items by March 31, 2001 (Bhukta, 2000). Out of these 825 related to agriculture and dairying. Already the 2000-01 EXIM policy had removed QRs for 714 items including 208 agricultural items. It was estimated that India’s imports were likely to increase by 8.7 per cent as a consequence of removal of QRs. Then Indian producers of all these items would have to face global competition in their own home market.

9.2.2. Domestic Support

The Aggregate Measure of Support (AMS) is the annual aggregate value of market price support, non-exempt direct payments, and any other subsidy not exempted from reduction commitments expressed in monetary terms extended to the agriculture sector. (Gulati and Kelly, 1999). Supports provided to the sector in India are of 2 types – product specific and non-product specific. Product specific supports are subsidies given to producers of specific crops through market price support known as

\(^{40}\) Custom Duties: Duties of customs are levied on imported goods
Countervailing Duties: It is an extra duty charged on subsidized imports that are found to be hurting domestic producers.
Anti-dumping clauses: If a company exports a product at a price lower than the price it normally charges on its own home market, it is said to be ‘dumping’ the product. So many governments take action against dumping in order to defend their domestic industries by anti dumping clauses.
the Minimum Support Price (MSP). Non-product specific supports comprise subsidies on inputs like power, irrigation, fertilizer and credit. The third type of support that is non-exempt direct payments is not given to farmers in India. The AMS for agriculture is the annual aggregate product specific domestic market support plus annual aggregate value of non-product specific support.

The AMS for developing countries like India should not exceed 10 per cent of the total value of agricultural production. If it does, then it has to be reduced by 13 per cent over a period of 10 years. For developed countries the benchmark is 5 per cent. If it exceeds this limit it has to be reduced by 20 per cent over a period of 6 years. Least developed countries have been exempted from such reduction commitments. Reduction commitments refer to total levels of support and not to individual commodities.

In WTO terminology, subsidies in general are identified by 'boxes' which are given the colours of traffic lights: 'green' (permitted), 'amber' (slow down — i.e., be reduced) and 'red' (forbidden). In agriculture, things are, as usual, more complicated. The AoA has no 'red box', although domestic support exceeding the reduction commitment levels in the 'amber box' is prohibited; and there is a 'blue box' for subsidies that are tied to programmes that limit production. There are also exemptions for developing countries.

Policies which have no or at the most minimal trade distorting effects on production known as 'green box' policies are excluded from any reduction commitments. The green box subsidies have to be government-funded (not by charging consumers higher prices) and must not involve price support. They tend to be programmes that are not targeted at particular products, and include direct income supports for farmers that are not related to current production levels or prices. Such policies include general government services in area of research, disease control, and infrastructure and food security. They also include environmental protection and regional development programmes, inspection programs, domestic food aid including food stamps, and disaster relief. Policies creating distortive effects on trade are 'amber box' measures that are subject to reduction commitments. These include structural adjustment assistance, direct payments under environmental programmes, and regional assistance programmes. ‘Blue box’ is the ‘amber box with conditions’-conditions designed to reduce distortion. Any support that would normally be in the amber box is placed in the blue box if the support also requires farmers to limit
production. At present there are no limits on spending on ‘blue box’ subsidies. In the current negotiations, some countries want to keep the ‘blue box’ as it is because they see it as a crucial means of moving away from distorting ‘amber box’ subsidies without causing too much hardship. Others wanted to set limits or reduction commitments, some advocating moving these supports into the ‘amber box’. The disciplining of the domestic support area will result in a competitive environment in the importing country market, thereby ensuring entry of the developing country products into the developed world market.

Implications of the Domestic Support clause is that according to the ‘Trade Policy Review of India’ by WTO itself, India’s product specific AMS in 1995-96 stood at (-) 38.47 per cent of the value of production for 19 commodities, and non-product specific AMS stood at 7.52 per cent of the total value of agricultural production. Moreover the estimate for non-product specific AMS would be even lower, had the study taken into account the exemption allowed to ‘low income and resource poor producers’ (Bhukta 2000). India’s total AMS hence was (-) 18 per cent. In 2000 for 15 commodities the AMS was (-) 2.62 per cent (Gulati and Narayanan 2003). These figures are negative and so the question of our reducing subsidies does not arise. Earlier studies conducted to calculate the AMS also showed a negative AMS and the resulting ‘net taxation’ of Indian farmers (Gulati & Roy Choudhury, 1994 and Gulati & Kelly, 1999). The negative support or net taxation is due to the fact that prices of different crops are fixed by the government below international levels.

There has been a falling trend in global primary commodity prices, and thus the total AMS may exceed the upper limit over a period of time. That may tantamount to reduction of subsidies, which India has been doing for the last few years paving the way for the developed countries to enter into the Indian agricultural market virtually with no competition.

As has been discussed earlier the subsidy-protection to agriculture is very high in the developed countries. There is a provision that if subsidy exceeds 5 per cent of the total value of agricultural production, it would have to be reduced by 20 per cent in 6 years. But since subsidies are so high a mere 20 per cent reduction in the AMS will make no sense to the present situation. Moreover since reduction commitments are on total AMS, a country may offer huge subsidy to some products while extending little or no support to some others so that the total AMS does not exceed the commitment level. Similarly, according to the ‘blue/amber box’ measures, some kinds
of direct payment to producers like payments not linked to production, structural adjustment assistance, government financial participation in income insurance and income safety net programmes etc., are eligible for exemption from AMS calculation. Using these measures the developed countries are increasingly substituting market price support by direct payments.

Issues of food security as an aftermath of liberalization are assuming importance. The AoA makes no distinction between subsidies to promote food security and self-reliance and those meant to increase exports of farm products. As it allows subsidy only up to 10 per cent of the value of production, it would become increasingly difficult for the government to provide price support to particular agricultural commodities. The subsidy given to consumers in the form of PDS may also decline. All these would certainly hit the farmers and poor sections of the Indian society (Singh & Nandkeoliyar, 2000).

9.2.3. Export Subsidies

When exports are subsidized, the international price gets depressed artificially (Mukhopadhyay, 2000). This in turn makes the subsidized export products artificially competitive in the international market thus, hurting the other exporters. The underlying principle behind export subsidies is that those who export more will be subsidized more. The agreement on export competition speaks of export subsidy reduction. Developed countries are required to reduce their export subsidy expenditure by 36 per cent and volume by 21 per cent in 6 years. For developing countries the percentage cuts are 24 per cent and 14 per cent respectively in 10 years.

The less developed countries, on the other hand, are given total exemption. The gradual cut in export subsidies is expected to result in a fair international market for agro-products, thereby increasing export prospects of countries like India.

The implications of Export Subsidies clause are that in India no direct subsidy is provided to agricultural exporters; rather, they are provided with income tax exemptions on their export profit, which is not mentioned in the prohibitive list of export subsidy. But the developed countries frequently and extensively make use of different forms of export subsidy. This is a serious threat to agricultural exports of developing countries. Because of this, India that has clear advantages in agricultural export could not enjoy the fruits of her comparative advantages.
9.2.4. **The Agreement on Trade Related Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS)**

The agreement on TRIPS has already been discussed in detail in Chapter 3. It covers seven types of Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs). Issues of Biopiracy, Farmers Rights and Food Security also come under the purview of TRIPs.

This agreement requires that the government ensures the enforcement of IPR laws, so as to deter violations. Developed countries were given 1 year to ensure that their laws conformed to the TRIPs agreement. Developing countries and transitional economies were given 5 years and less developed countries 11 years.

If a developing country did not provide patent protection it has up to 10 years to introduce protection. For pharmaceutical, agriculture and chemical products, the country must start accepting the patent applications from the beginning of the transition period, pending grant of patent. If the government wants the relevant pharmaceutical/chemical products to be marketed during the transition period it must provide Exclusive Marketing Right (EMR) for the product for 5 years or till the grant of patent whichever is shorter.

An evaluation of TRIPs for India shows that India and other developing countries are losing out on account of patent illiteracy. India has amended the Indian Patent Act, 1970 through an ordinance in 1999 providing EMRs for a product to patent applicants. India needs to amend product patents in food, pharmaceuticals, agriculture and chemicals sector for 20 years. The Act already provides for process patents for 7 years.

Till the amendments are made, India will lose out with patents being obtained in the US and the EU. This is exactly how Rice Tec Inc of USA had been granted a patent for Basmati rice. Fortunately with timely legislation as discussed earlier in this chapter, India has won the Basmati patent case.

9.3. **WTO Ministerial Conferences**

Ministerial conferences are the WTO's highest decision-making body, meeting at least once every two years and providing political direction for the organization. Several ministerial conferences have taken place after the formation of the WTO in 1995. Proceedings in each of these conferences have been discussed below (Table 9.1).
Table 9.1: World Trade Organization Ministerial Conferences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summit Meetings</th>
<th>Dates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uruguay Round of GATT Negotiations</td>
<td>1995 Formation of WTO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Ministerial Conference at Singapore</td>
<td>9th - 13th December 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Ministerial Conference at Geneva, Switzerland</td>
<td>18th - 20th May 1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Ministerial Conference at Seattle, USA</td>
<td>30th November to 3rd December 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doha Development Round at Doha, Qatar</td>
<td>9th - 13th November 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th Ministerial Conference at Cancun, Mexico</td>
<td>10th to 14th September 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'July Package' at Geneva, Switzerland</td>
<td>July 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negotiations in Paris, France</td>
<td>May 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th Ministerial Conference at Hong Kong, China</td>
<td>13th-18th December 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negotiations in Geneva, Switzerland</td>
<td>July 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negotiations in Potsdam, Germany</td>
<td>June 2007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: http://www.wto.org

The first ministerial conference of the WTO i.e., the Singapore Ministerial Conference (SMC) held in 1996 in Singapore saw the commencement of pressures to enlarge the agenda of WTO. It set up open-ended work program to study the relationship between trade and investment, trade and competition policy, to conduct a study on transparency in government procurement practices, and lastly to do analytical work on simplification of trade procedures (trade facilitation).

The concept of ‘Core Labour Standards’ was also sought to be introduced. India and the developing countries, which were already under the burden of fulfilling the commitments undertaken through the Uruguay Round Agreements, and who also perceived many of the new issues to be non-trade issues, resisted the introduction of these new subjects into WTO. They were partly successful.

The second ministerial conference of WTO i.e., the Geneva Ministerial Conference (GMC), held in May 1998, established a process to submit recommendations regarding the WTO's future work program, which would enable members to take decisions at the third ministerial conference at Seattle.

This conference declaration had identified certain issues for the General Council's work. Paragraph 9(a) of the declaration included issues such as those relating to implementation of existing agreements and decisions, to ensure that the negotiations already mandated at Marrakesh (Agriculture and Services) began on schedule and lastly to mandate reviews already provided for under other existing agreements and decisions taken at Marrakesh.

Paragraph 9(b) contained recommendations concerning other possible future work on the basis of the work program initiated at Singapore Ministerial Conference and consisted of recommendations on the follow-up to the high level meeting on least
developed countries and also recommendations arising from consideration of other matters proposed and agreed to by members concerning their multilateral trade relations.

The third ministerial conference i.e., the Seattle Ministerial Conference held in 1999 was being looked up by many, especially in the developing countries, as a launching pad for a comprehensive round of negotiations concerning the Uruguay Round. During the preparatory process of this ministerial conference in the General Council of the WTO (September 1998 to September 1999), new issues which were proposed for the negotiating agenda by some members under paragraph 9(d) were on industrial tariffs, global electronic commerce, trade and labour standards, trade and environment and coherence in the interaction of WTO and other international organizations. Inside the meetings there had been movement towards the idea that WTO regulations should allow for a bottom-up process in which countries liberalized their trade not merely to gain concessions from other countries, but principally to reap the economic rewards of their own liberalization.

The outcome was that even before the commencement of the Seattle conference there were widespread protests and demonstrations in Seattle by a number of anti-WTO groups ranging from environmental activists to labour unions. The chairmen of various working groups tried to narrow down the differences in their respective groups with a view to arriving at a consensus in the draft Ministerial text that had been transmitted from the Geneva preparatory process. However, in view of the wide divergence of views, no group could present draft texts for inclusion in the ministerial declaration acceptable to all the members. The chairperson observed that divergences of opinion remained that would take time to be narrowed down. It was therefore, decided to suspend the work of the Seattle ministerial conference.

While the above constituted the overall outcome, the deliberations on agriculture were that, mandated negotiations on agriculture had to commence on 1st January, 2000. In the run-up to Seattle, however, the US and the Cairns Group of countries (19 countries having large export interest in agriculture) sought to secure a more rigorous negotiating mandate that would speed up elimination/reduction of their export/domestic subsidies. EC, Japan, Norway etc., resisted this to the very end.

---

41 Argentina, Australia, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Guatemala, Indonesia, Malaysia, New Zealand, Pakistan, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, South Africa, Thailand and Uruguay.
While EC appeared to display some flexibility on this issue, Japan put up stiff opposition on further inroads into elimination of domestic subsidies. As for India, our concerns relating to food security were adequately reflected.

Although most of the issues of the Uruguay Round were left unresolved, the brokered deal allowed the WTO to move on to the next round of discussions, called the ‘Doha Development Round’ launched in Doha, Qatar, in November 2001. The task at the forefront of this round was widely referred to as ‘development’ because it promised to place the development of poor countries at the heart of trade regulation by making trade rules fairer for developing countries. The objective of this round was to lower trade barriers around the world, permitting free trade between countries of varying prosperity. This ministerial declaration set a new mandate by making the objectives more explicit, building on the work carried out so far, and setting deadlines. Agriculture was now part of the single undertaking in which virtually all the linked negotiations were to end by January 1, 2005. The declaration reconfirmed the long-term objective to establish a fair and market-oriented trading system through a programme of fundamental reform. The declaration made special and differential treatment for developing countries integral throughout the negotiations.

Developing countries were active in agriculture negotiations. They argued that subsidies and protection are needed to ensure food security, to support small-scale farming, and to prevent the rural poor from migrating into already over-congested cities. Proposals of India and Nigeria were among those that emphasized food security issues for developing countries. A number of developing countries that depended on imports for their food supply were also concerned about possible rises in world food prices.

Many developing countries argued that their domestic producers were handicapped if they had to face imports whose prices were depressed because of export subsidies, or if they faced greater competition in their export markets for the same reason. India proposed additional flexibility for developing countries to allow subsidies on some products to increase when subsidies on other products are reduced. ASEAN and India, for example, proposed scrapping all developed countries’ export subsidies while allowing developing countries to subsidize for specific purposes such as marketing. Some developing countries said they should be allowed to retain high tariff barriers or to adjust their current tariff limits, in order to protect their farmers unless export subsidies in rich countries are substantially reduced. Some other
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developing countries countered that the barriers would also hurt developing countries that want to export to fellow-developing countries.

In the WTO, agricultural products are protected only by tariffs. The tariffs cover both tariffs on quantities within quotas and those outside. A number of developing countries also complained that they face difficulty if they try to increase their incomes by processing the agricultural raw materials that they produce. This is because the countries they saw as potential export markets impose higher duties on processed imports than on the raw materials in order to protect their own processing industries. Some countries saw tariffs and other import barriers as necessary in order to protect domestic production and maintain food security.

Quota administration has a real impact on trade on whether a product exported from one country can gain access to the market of another country. Methods used for giving exporters access to quotas include first-come-first-served allocations, import licensing according to historical shares and other criteria, administering through state trading enterprise, bilateral agreements, and auctioning. The terms can also specify time periods for using the quotas, for example, periods of time for applying for licenses, or for delivering the products to the importing countries. Exporters are sometimes concerned that their ability to take advantage of tariff quotas can be handicapped because of the way the quotas are administered. Sometimes they also complain that the licensing timetables put them at a disadvantage when production is seasonal and the products have to be transported over long distances. Each method has advantages and disadvantages, and many WTO members acknowledged that it can be difficult to say conclusively whether one method is better than another.

According to Biswajit Dhar (2001), the developing countries perspective at Doha was on three major issues. Firstly, in the area of investment and competition wherein India had strong reservations on the issue of pre-establishment of national treatment, which takes away the right of the national governments to screen foreign investment. The second issue was concerning trade and environment wherein it was seen that the USA had shown an increasing tendency to use environment as a disguised form of protectionism in recent years. In this particular field the matters in which India and other developing countries had immediate interest were, the effect of environmental measures on market access, consideration of the relevant provisions of TRIPS insofar as it affects the environment, and lastly the increasing trade in genetically modified food that had made labelling an important issue. The third
The developing countries perspective at Doha was on the issue of TRIPS and biodiversity wherein the developing countries said that this agreement must allow countries in which the biodiversity and associate knowledge originate, to exercise their rights to prevent misappropriation of these resources. One decision was regarding the extension of protection of geographical indications (as is presently available for wines and spirits) to other products. India could be a major beneficiary if this is done for products such as Basmati Rice and Darjeeling Tea.

The Doha round progressed slowly, with periodic crises and a string of missed deadlines. The explicit consensus at the conclusion of the Doha conference was reached only after some delegations of the developing nations had been forced to leave the country. The new trade agenda of the developed world was dubbed the 'Doha Development Agenda', and from there all countries were committed to negotiations opening agricultural and manufacturing markets, as well as services negotiations and expanded intellectual property regulation. The intent of the round, according to its proponents, was to make trade rules fairer for developing countries. Opponents charged that the round would expand a system of trade rules that were bad for development and interfered excessively with countries' domestic 'policy space'.

The round was set to be concluded in four years in December 2006 after two more Ministerial Conferences had produced a final draft declaration. However, the main event for trade in 2005, the Hong Kong WTO Ministerial in December avoided collapse, but other than a limited 'development package' saw little progress. At Hong Kong negotiators committed to completing the Doha development round by the end of 2006. A deadline of the end of April 2006 was set for 'modalities', essentially the framework of a final deal, in two key areas – agricultural support/market access, and non-agricultural (industrial) market access. This deadline was missed. Intensive consultations followed. A 'triangle' of three key issues emerged, which would require the US to further reduce agricultural subsidies, the EU to further reduce agricultural tariffs, and key industrial countries (particularly Brazil and India) to further lower tariffs and offering more services trade liberalisation. However, talks between the key G6 countries i.e., the countries mentioned above, plus Australia and Japan failed to overcome divisions. The Doha Round was then suspended at the end of July 2006.

It had been suggested that there was a six-month window of opportunity for reviving the talks between October 2006 and the end of March 2007. The US President's 'Trade Promotion Authority' (TPA) expired in July 2007. TPA allows...
trade deals to be submitted to Congress for a yes/no vote, without any amendments. This had provided the Round's effective end-date for some time, though there had been suggestions that TPA could be extended if the talks resumed and sufficient progress was made by March 2007. However, if the stalemate could not be broken in few months time, domestic political circumstances in the US and other key countries could mean the talks remain frozen for years, perhaps until 2009.

The suspension had raised fears that the potential gains from the 'development' dimension of the talks could be lost (although there have been controversial calls for development-focused parts of the Doha programme to be salvaged in a separate deal if the talks cannot be revived). Two further possible consequences of prolonged or permanent suspension were thought to be (1) a continuation and acceleration towards bilateral and regional trade deals, which some NGOs believed could be damaging for developing countries; and (2) an increase in the number of WTO dispute cases, particularly those issues that could have been addressed within the Doha Round talks, such as agricultural subsidies. Both these issues raised concerns over support for the multilateral trading system and the WTO itself.

The fifth ministerial conference i.e., the Cancun Ministerial Conference was held in Mexico in September 2003. Some of the milestones of the Doha round include the 2003 Cancun talks which intended to forge a concrete agreement on the Doha round objectives, which collapsed after four days because the members could not agree on farm subsidies and access to markets. The major issues of this conference were regarding the massive agricultural subsidies (estimated at around US$ 300 billion annually) given by developed countries, and the so-called Singapore issues (investment, competition policy, transparency in government procurement and trade facilitation). During the summit, developed countries were not only uncompromising on the issue of phasing out the current massive export subsidies and domestic assistance given to their farmers, but were also insistent on getting new concessions from developing countries in the form of negotiating a mandate on the Singapore issues. However, for the first time, in the Cancun summit, the emergence of G-20 (trade bloc of developing and industrialized nations) was an important trade development. The big five among G-20 i.e. Brazil, India, Argentina, South Africa and China lent weight to the voice of the developing world. Their argument was that unless trade distortions are removed by those who created them, in the first place, fair
trade is not possible. The deadlock was unfortunate but inevitable. The Cancun summit revealed the division between the North and the South once again, and will be remembered for the ability of developing countries to negotiate, or at least to resist till the end despite heavy pressure exerted by the world’s biggest economic and political powers. Though the summit wound up without a declaration, it nonetheless succeeded in showing the cause and strength of developing nations against developed ones.

In the WTO, India’s demand for liberalizing agricultural trade through reduction of subsidies carried moral legitimacy. What further reinforced this moral high ground was the fact that in terms of dollars, it is not Indian exports that would be major beneficiaries, but exports from countries like Brazil and Argentina where agriculture is an industry. In the long run the stalled negotiations at Cancun could prove unfavorable to developing countries as it would hinder better and freer market access to developed countries. Besides, the great fear and concern generated by the failure of the summit may strengthen bilateral negotiations, rather than multilateral negotiations (WTO).

During the negotiations at the ‘July Package’ at Geneva in July 2004, the issues of domestic support subsidies were a matter of extreme concern, as they constituted a large chunk of subsidies. The U.S., EU, Japan and Brazil agreed to reduce agricultural subsidies, end export subsidies, and lower tariff barriers. Developing nations agreed to reduce tariffs on manufactured goods, but gained the right to specially protect key industries.

Further, the draft text at Cancun, the ‘Derbex Text’, that sought to expand the trade distorting ‘blue box’ and the ‘green box’ was sought to be legitimized as non-trade distorting. However, the outcome at Geneva wasn’t encouraging for India, as both these Cancun proposals were accepted. India even left the details of market access to be negotiated later. Moreover, the agreement also provided for simplified customs and stricter rules for rural development aid. However, the detailed work of specifying exact target numbers was not completed.

Nor did this occur in November at the 2005 Paris talks. These talks began between a group of five countries U.S., Australia, the EU, Brazil and India. Trade negotiators wanted to make tangible progress in Paris before the December 2005 WTO summit meeting in Hong Kong. One reason for this was that in 2007 the U.S. fast-track trade negotiation legislation would expire. Without fast-track, it would be
much harder to get ratification of a trade deal from the U.S. Senate that is not protectionist of U.S. interests.

During the Paris talks ministers tried to resolve a dispute on the way to calculate import tariffs, rather than decide on how much to cut them by. Further, France protested moves to cut subsidies to farmers, while the U.S., Australia, the EU, Brazil and India failed to agree on issues relating to chicken, beef and rice. Australia and Brazil and India were seeking a big tariff cut for exports of poultry, beef and rice - all sensitive products in Europe's protected agricultural markets. Most of the sticking points were small technical issues, making trade negotiators fear that agreement on large politically risky issues will be substantially harder. Oxfam\(^{42}\) charged the EU with 'delaying tactics' which according to them had threatened to spoil the Doha round.

The sixth Round of Hong Kong summit negotiations i.e., the Hong Kong Ministerial Conference held in December 2005 originally was meant to draw up an outline for a global treaty by the end of 2006 to lower or eliminate trade barriers in agriculture, manufacturing and services. But negotiations got off to a rocky start as delegates from poorer countries accused the EU, US, Japan and other wealthy countries of offering insufficient cuts to their agricultural tariffs and farm subsidies. Trade Commissioner Peter Mandelson said the EU will not change its offer of an average 46 per cent cut in farm tariffs unless developing nations offer substantive reductions in their trade barriers on manufactured goods and services. But underscoring the limited nature of his ability to negotiate, French Prime Minister Dominique de Villepin said that France will not accept any EU budget accord that forces Europe to reform agricultural policy before 2013. The United States had offered to eliminate government export subsidies for U.S. farm products by 2010 and

\(^{42}\) The name 'Oxfam' comes from the Oxford Committee for Famine Relief, founded in Britain during the Second World War in 1942. This group of Oxford citizens campaigned for grain ships to be sent through the allied naval blockade to provide relief for women and children in enemy-occupied Greece. Founded in 1995, Oxfam International is an international confederation, comprised of 13 independent non-government organizations dedicated to fighting poverty and related injustice around the world. The Oxfams are working to become part of a movement, which is capable of global responses to global issues. The thirteen Oxfam organizations are based in: Australia, Belgium, Canada, France, Germany, Great Britain, Hong Kong, Ireland, The Netherlands, New Zealand, Quebec, Spain and the United States.
to reduce by 60 per cent the amount of trade-distorting domestic support the government provides U.S. farmers over the next five years. Developing nations said that the U.S. offer was hollow because subsidy spending at current levels was continuing. India's Commerce Minister Kamal Nath, a key figure in the talks, said that he did not foresee an outright collapse similar to what happened at the previous ministerial gathering in Cancun, Mexico, two years ago. But he also said that efforts will not necessarily translate into results.

The US and EU, meanwhile, sought to highlight a positive initiative by urging trading partners to help the world's poorest nations with money to help build their trade infrastructure and other services to help them better compete in world markets. Developing countries said that they needed rich-world aid so they could strengthen their ports, roads, schools and bridges. It would also help them implement new WTO rules, which were often expensive, and help compensate for the loss of the preferential trade access of their products into rich world markets.

On July 2006 talks were held in Geneva and even these talks failed to reach an agreement about reducing farming subsidies and lowering import taxes. In June 2007, negotiations within the Doha round broke down at a conference in Potsdam, as a major impasse occurred between the US, the EU, India and Brazil. The main disagreement was over opening up agricultural and industrial markets in various countries and also how to cut rich nation farm subsidies.

The negative aspect of all these WTO ministerial conferences is that the implementation issues have been meagre. So far even the Uruguay Round Agreements have not been fully and efficiently implemented. It is doubtful whether future negotiations will result even in a substantial reduction not to mention of elimination of agricultural subsidies.

9.4. Impact of WTO on Basmati

It has been established by many scholars that the root cause of distortion of international trade in agriculture has been the massive domestic subsidies given by the industrialized countries to the agricultural sector. This in turn has led to excessive production and dumping in the international markets as well as import restrictions to keep out foreign agricultural products from their domestic markets (Rupa Naik, and V.R.Panchamukhi, 2000). Thus, it had been prophesized by scholars that with implementation of WTO rules international prices of agricultural commodities would
increase in response to subsidy reduction, which in turn would make Indian agro-

The initial experience with trade liberalization, following economic reforms
started in 1991, was very encouraging for agricultural exports (Table 9.2). There was
spectacular increase in agro-exports between 1991 and 1996. The reason for this
impressive growth in farm exports was that domestic prices of several agricultural
commodities were below the international prices and the devaluation of the Indian
rupee in 1991 further increased the gap between domestic and international prices
(Chand, Ramesh 2002). This generated a lot of optimism about export prospects in a
liberalized global trade, which was to follow implementation of the WTO provisions.

Table 9.2: India's Agricultural Trade in Post Reforms and Post WTO Period

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Agro-Exports ($ Million)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1992-93</td>
<td>3028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993-94</td>
<td>4023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994-95</td>
<td>4227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995-96</td>
<td>6320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996-97</td>
<td>6828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997-98</td>
<td>6640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998-99</td>
<td>6205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999-00</td>
<td>5773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000-01</td>
<td>6256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001-02</td>
<td>6146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002-03</td>
<td>6962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003-04</td>
<td>7888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004-05</td>
<td>8809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005-06</td>
<td>10549</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Economic Survey, Ministry of Finance, GOI, Various Issues

Contrary to the expectations, the price situation changed dramatically after
1996. International prices of agricultural commodities fell, because of which domestic
prices have turned higher than the international prices, and India became an attractive
market for import of most agricultural commodities, while exports declined. Agro
exports from India declined till 2001-02. These cheap imports posed a threat to
several domestic commodities. The international prices of commodities actually got
depressed due to the fact that developed countries kept providing hidden agricultural
subsidies in one form or the other. So, the subsidy rules of the AoA in the WTO were
not effective anywhere in the world. As these developments took place after the
implementation of WTO agreement, it became quite common to put the blame on
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WTO for the decline in exports and threat to domestic production from imports. However, this wouldn’t have affected Basmati, as India does not import Basmati.

Coming to Basmati rice, it was thought that under a most likely scenario, after WTO rules became effective Basmati prices would also increase in response to subsidy reduction. But it is observed from Table 9.3 that the trend growth rates in Basmati export prices of India have declined from the Pre-WTO (2.39 per cent) to the Post-WTO (-2.84 per cent) period. This deceleration in growth rates is statistically significant at 1 per cent level of significance. Whereas, in Pakistan, the trend growth rates in Basmati export prices increased from the Pre-WTO (-4.08 per cent) to the Post-WTO (2.21 per cent) period. This acceleration in growth rates is also statistically significant at 1 per cent level of significance.

The deceleration in export prices of India’s Basmati is mainly due to competition from Pakistan. Similarly, the acceleration in export prices of Pakistan in the Post-WTO period is not in response to subsidy reductions but due to shortages in supplies as crop yields are said to have declined due to old seeds and irrigation problems. Further, appreciation in the local currency against most currencies had been making Pakistani hybrid exports uncompetitive against Indian exports.

From Figure 9.1 it is seen that Basmati rice prices of India showed a fluctuating trend throughout irrespective of the WTO. The coefficient of variation of Basmati rice prices indicating its price fluctuations did not vary much in the Pre-WTO and Post-WTO period. It declined from 13.69 per cent in the Pre-WTO period to only 12.55 per cent in the Post-WTO period. Compared to India, Pakistan has shown much higher price fluctuations. The coefficient of variation of Basmati rice prices in Pakistan declined from 21.77 per cent in the Pre-WTO period to 8.79 per cent in the

Table 9.3: Basmati Export Growth Rates using Semi-Log Function (%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Periods</th>
<th>India</th>
<th>Pakistan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Export Quantities</td>
<td>Export Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-WTO Period (1980-1994)</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>2.39**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-WTO Period (1995-2005)</td>
<td>9.57**</td>
<td>-2.84**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Period (1980-2005)</td>
<td>5.33**</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Calculated from Export Statistics for Agriculture and Food Products, APEDA, Various Issues (Appendix Table G-1 and Appendix Table G-5)

* CV-Coefficient of Variation
** Statistically significant at 1 per cent level of significance
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Post-WTO period (Table 9.3). In Pakistan, it was observed that the export price of Basmati rice was higher than those of India till 1989-90. After that India's export prices became higher. Pakistan's price had plummeted during 1989-90 to 1990-91 from 685 US$/Tonne to 468.3 US$/Tonne. This decline was mainly because private traders under Rice Exporters Association of Pakistan (REAP) were allowed to handle rice exports which resulted in a huge surge in exports which in turn reduced prices drastically. This sudden decline in the export price of Basmati was reflected in the high coefficient of variation of 21.08 per cent in the Pre-WTO period. In the Post-WTO period, the coefficient of variation of Basmati export prices declined to 8.79 per cent.

The export prices of Basmati rice in India have remained higher than those of Pakistan since 1990-91. The reason for this is that Pakistan is mainly exporting more hybrid varieties that are cheaper as compared to India which might be exporting more traditional varieties that are costlier. Other possible reasons are that, freight charges are less in Pakistan compared to India, which might be also resulting in low prices. Lastly, Pakistani exporters have to pay much less taxes compared to their Indian counterparts. Therefore, it can be said that since Basmati is cultivated only in India and Pakistan, its prices are determined only by competition between both the countries.

Similarly, in the Pre-WTO period Basmati exports from India grew slowly, while in the Post-WTO period, it grew significantly at a trend growth rate of 9.57 per cent. In the initial period Basmati exports grew slowly probably due to strong competition from Pakistan as both countries were cultivating traditional Basmati varieties that were pure line cultivars. However off late Pakistan had started cultivating and exporting mainly hybrid Basmati varieties like ‘Super’, whereas India is still cultivating and exporting mainly traditional varieties. So, if Basmati export trend growth rates from Pakistan are much higher than India in the Pre-WTO period and just the opposite in the Post-WTO period (Table 9.3), apart from Basmati export constraints in Pakistan, it could also mean that there is greater international demand for traditional Basmati varieties than hybrid ones. Therefore, over the years the quantum of Basmati exports has not been affected by WTO rules.
Destination wise, the number of countries to which Basmati rice is exported from India has increased from a Pre-WTO figure of 95 to 148 countries in the Post-WTO period.

Table 9.4: Quantity Export Growth Rates to Major Basmati Rice Importing Countries (%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>15.15**</td>
<td>9.72**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuwait</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>8.22**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAE</td>
<td>5.21</td>
<td>8.05**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>9.41**</td>
<td>8.75**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>11.66**</td>
<td>-0.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Calculated from Data on Export Statistics for Agriculture and Food Products – APEDA, DGCIS and CMIE.

** Statistically significant at 1 per cent level of significance

However, for India, the most disconcerting fact is that the trend growth rate of Basmati exports in the Post-WTO phase has reduced for the major importing country i.e., Saudi Arabia and this decline is statistically significant at 1 per cent level of significance (Table 9.4). It has also declined in UK and USA wherein the decline is statistically significant only in UK. It is learnt that the drop in Saudi imports of Indian Basmati rice is because of hoarding, besides this decline could also be attributed to the strategy adopted by our sole competitor, Pakistan. UK’s growth rate declined in the post WTO period probably due to problems of Basmati adulteration. USA showed a negative growth rate because among all the years its imports of Indian Basmati rice were exceptionally high in the TE 1995-1997 after which its imports became low, as they have started to grow their own non-aromatic long grain varieties.

---

\(^{43}\) Information obtained from APEDA
Figure 9.1: Basmati Rice Trade in the Pre and Post-WTO Periods (US$/Tonnes)

Source: Export Statistics for Agriculture and Food Products, APEDA, Various Issues, Federal Bureau of Statistics, Pakistan (Appendix Table G-1 and Appendix Table G-5)
The inability of the WTO to have an impact on Basmati exports can also be seen in terms of the clauses of the Agreement on Agriculture (AoA) as well as the TRIPs provisions. These have been discussed as follows:

On the issue of Market Access and Basmati, it was decided in the AoA that member countries have to withdraw all quantitative restrictions (QRs) on their imports on a time bound basis. For Indian Basmati a zero duty had been effective both before and after the WTO in all importing countries. In the Pre-WTO period Basmati rice from India was exported to 95 countries. In the Post-WTO period the number of countries to which Basmati rice was exported increased to 148. With a zero tariff duty throughout if the number of countries to which Basmati got exported increased from 95 in the Pre-WTO to 148 in the Post-WTO period it means that this particular clause of market access does not seem to affect the spatial expansion of Basmati exports. Basmati rice being a premium product is proliferating into newer markets as a result of better promotional activities and consumer preference.

On the issue of Domestic Support and Basmati, it has been envisaged in the WTO that the Aggregate Measure of Support (AMS) for developing countries like India should not exceed 10 per cent of the total value of agricultural production. If it does, then it has to be reduced. As already discussed in section 9.2.2 of this chapter, India’s product specific AMS in 1995-96 stood at (-) 38.47 per cent of the value of production for 19 commodities, and non-product specific AMS stood at 7.52 per cent of the total value of agricultural production. India’s total AMS hence was (-) 18 per cent. In 2000 for 15 commodities the AMS was (-) 2.62 per cent. Thus, the question of our reducing subsidies for any crop does not arise. The negative support or net taxation is due to the fact that the government fixes prices of different commodities below international levels.

Rice was one of the commodities taken up to calculate the AMS. The highest negative subsidy appeared to be in the case of Wheat to the tune of almost Rs.9000 Crores, with rice as the next least supported product with an AMS of Rs.7724 Crores (Gulati and Roy Choudhury, 1994). The total AMS for rice was calculated on the basis of support prices as Non-Basmati rice receives Minimum Support Price (MSP). AMS calculations were also based on farm harvest prices for crops, which did not receive any price support. For such crops the AMS was negative by (-) 8.66 per cent to the total value of agricultural production during the triennium ending 1994-95.
(Gulati and Kelly, 1999). Thus, the subsidies or domestic support clause of the WTO does not seem to be affecting Basmati prices at all.

In case of Basmati it has been mentioned that the government does not regulate Basmati prices using the MSP. Thus, the subsidy provided through output pricing is not present in the case of Basmati. Input subsidies may be present just like any other agricultural commodity whose levels are much less than that specified by the WTO. However, domestic prices of Basmati are less than its international prices. This does not mean that Basmati rice is disprotected as Basmati international prices are the Indian Basmati export prices. It needs to be mentioned here that the world prices or international prices of Basmati rice are the Indian Basmati export prices because these are higher than those of Pakistan. Basmati NPCs in recent years have been closer to unity, which means that the difference between its domestic and international prices is very less.

On the issue of food security it is to be mentioned that as Basmati is a high value cereal crop, higher prices will not raise the question of food security because Basmati Rice is not a PDS product.

As for Export Competition and Basmati, the underlying principle behind export subsidies is that those who export more will be subsidized more. The agreement on export competition speaks of export subsidy reduction. In terms of this clause it needs to be stated that so far no export subsidy has ever been given to Basmati rice.

The only issue that had the potential for affecting Basmati exports adversely was the ‘Patents’ issue under the TRIPs agreement. Fortunately due to timely legislation by India even this threat was challenged. It has been argued in the case of farmers’ rights that if a country takes germplasm for a particular crop from another country the former has to pay royalty to the latter. No country can purchase germplasm of Basmati from India because Basmati Rice cannot be grown anywhere else in the world other than the Himalayan foothills. So, Basmati farmers in India can purchase or reuse seeds, because Basmati is a traditional crop thereby giving us a sole monopoly over its use.

Thus, it can be deduced that the WTO has had no impact on Indian Basmati exports. In fact during the field survey majority of the farmers’ perception regarding the patent issue was scant. Therefore, the increases in exports as well as their inherent problems are due to other reasons.
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9.5. **Concluding Remarks**

This chapter provided an insight on issues of the WTO so as to assess the impact of WTO on Basmati. The WTO issues studied in this chapter were the clauses of the Agreement on Agriculture and TRIPs. Apart from this, proceedings of various WTO ministerial conferences were reviewed.

In the case of Basmati it was thought that with implementation of WTO rules its prices should have increased in response to subsidy reductions. But unlike what was thought earlier, Basmati prices in India actually decelerated after the WTO, but in Pakistan, they showed an increase. The deceleration in export prices of India’s Basmati was mainly due to competition from Pakistan and the acceleration in export prices of Pakistan in the Post-WTO period was not in response to subsidy reductions but due to shortages in supplies as crop yields were said to have declined due to old seeds and irrigation problems. Further, appreciation in the local currency against most currencies had been making Pakistani hybrid exports uncompetitive against Indian exports. Further, Basmati rice prices of India had remained higher than Non-Basmati and Pakistan both before and after WTO.

In India, the coefficient of variation of Basmati rice prices indicating price fluctuations did not vary much in the Pre-WTO and Post-WTO period. In Pakistan, however, prices of Basmati rice fluctuated more than that of India as they had switched over from cultivation and thereby exports of costlier traditional varieties to cheaper hybrid varieties. Thus, in both countries Basmati rice prices showed a fluctuating trend throughout irrespective of the WTO. This was also the reason for lower prices of Basmati rice of Pakistan compared to India since 1990-91.

Further, Basmati exports from India grew at a higher rate than Pakistan in the Post-WTO period probably because Pakistan was mainly cultivating and exporting hybrid Basmati varieties as compared to India which was mainly cultivating and exporting traditional Basmati varieties that might be having greater international demand than Pakistan’s hybrids.

The trend growth rates of Basmati exports from India to some of the major importing countries had declined from the Pre to the Post-WTO period. It was learnt from APEDA that the drop in Saudi imports of Indian Basmati rice was because of hoarding, besides this decline could also be attributed to the strategy adopted by our sole competitor, Pakistan. UK’s growth rate declined probably due to problems of
Basmati adulteration. USA showed a negative growth rate because among all the years its imports of Indian Basmati rice were exceptionally high in the TE 1995-1997 after which its imports became low, as they had started to grow their own non-aromatic long grain varieties.

Regarding market access clause in the AoA, despite a zero tariff duty throughout, the number of countries to which India’s Basmati was exported had increased from a Pre-WTO figure of 95 to 148 countries in the Post-WTO period. This increase was mostly due to better advertising and propaganda. Regarding domestic subsidies clause, India had been having a negative AMS for most agricultural commodities so our question of reducing subsidies for any crop let alone Basmati did not arise. Further, no export subsidies had been given for exports of Basmati rice.

On the matter of Trade Related Intellectual property Rights (TRIPs) the issue of Basmati Patents had created a lot of controversy in recent years. However, due to timely legislation by India on the grounds of the Act of Geographical Indications, this threat was done away with and this issue never affected Indian Basmati exports.

Thus, the clauses of the AoA as well as the TRIPs provisions in the WTO were unable to affect Basmati exports from India. So, the initial hypothesis that Basmati is a premium product and hence its existing markets would continue to hold had not only been proven right, but also despite some inherent problems Basmati exports had increased temporally and spatially irrespective of the WTO.